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Travel ViolinPraxis
Electronics have made it possible to carry an entire music 
library. But if you are going to bring music with you, why 
not bring a musical instrument and make your own music 
everywhere you go?



Timeline

Made my senior year of high school, this prototype was 
successful as a proof of concept (and my first musical instrument) 
by showing that it is feasible to make a violin of this size. 

The violin was playable, at least 
briefly, before breaking in two 
under string tension.

The second prototype, although bulkier than the first, was 
dependable even when subjected to the abuses of travel. It was 
comfortable enough to play that it could be used as an everyday 
practice instrument.

2004 2006

The tailstock, shoulder rest 
and chin rest were all revised 
multiple times as more was 
learned about the ergonomics 
of the violin.

Evolution 1 Evolution 2

Early Prototypes

2005



Pre-Production

Abandoned as a failure in its own right, it did reveal important 
lessons. The most obvious of these was that a significant 
increase in complexity is not a good trade off for a small decrease 
in size. I decided to use stock tuners on future versions.

Fine tuning would be provided 
separately at the peghead end 
of the instrument.

This version was playable before it was gutted for parts to 
use on the final version. Although it was only together briefly, 
it was valuable in testing construction methods and refining 
aesthetic details.

Evolution 3 v9 Evolution 3 v10.1

Timeline 2007 2008 2009

It would use tuners similar 
to an acoustic violin inserted 
vertically in between the bridge 
and chin rest.

The tailstock collapses while 
still attached to the body of 
the instrument.

Jigs were developed so smaller 
parts could be made accurately 
and in larger numbers.



Final Design
A significant amount of thought went into the ergonomics of 
the violin while designing the latest prototypes. Second only to 
developing creative manufacturing solutions that would fit the 
small budget was understanding the complex ergonomics of 
the violin. 

Retaining the feel of an acoustic violin and keeping its weight 
to a minimum resulted in an instrument that is both easy to play 
and that feels secure when held in playing position while still 
being smaller and more resilient than an acoustic violin.

Evolution 3 v10.2

2008 2009

The single piece construction is 
easier and more economical to 
build, and results in a stronger, 
more attractive instrument.

Timeline



Wilbur PowerhousePodium

The media lab in Wilbur Powerhouse, home to Lehigh 
University’s design and entrepreneurship programs, is poorly set 
up for teaching the varied classes it hosts. I was commissioned 
to remedy its deficiencies by rethinking the current teacher’s 
desk. The final design will be built on campus by the Lehigh 
University Design Labs staff.



OpportunitiesCurrent Desk

The position of the desk makes it awkward 
for the teacher to use the projector to 
demonstrate programs and present lectures.

The new desk needs to be inviting to 
students and set itself apart from other 
furniture in the classroom. 

The podium will need to suit the varied 
teaching styles, subject matter and 
personalities of different teachers.

The final design should act as a symbol for 
the exciting new ideas in development in the 
design and entrepreneurship programs.

Seated at the same height with a large monitor 
in the way, the teacher is unable to see 
student monitors to gauge their progress. 

Form

Versatility

View of Projector

View of Student Monitors

Showcase Design



Ideation

The most exciting concepts involved rotating 
desk surfaces. These concepts were less 
imposing compared with typical classroom 
furniture. They were versatile and had a 
unique appearance.

Research into podiums used at other schools 
led to formal experiments based on common 
layouts. The new forms focused on decreasing 
visual weight while increasing the amount of 
useful workspace.

Less Conventional

Early Concepts

Created for review by key faculty and staff, the 
quarter scale model sparked new ideas about 
how the podium could, and more importantly, 
would likely be used.

The different size desk 
surfaces suggest different 
uses: a small surface for the 
keyboard and mouse and a 
larger surface as workspace.

The base will be bolted directly 
into the concrete floor.

Early designs referenced the exposed 
structural beams that define the interior 
of Wilbur Powerhouse.



Final Design

More equally sized desk 
surfaces provide greater 
flexibility in the way they can 
be used.

Both surfaces are positioned 
at heights that are comfortable 
for standing or sitting on a stool 
or tall chair. This added height 
allows for a better view of 
student monitors.

A structural brace was added 
extending to the classroom’s 
back wall for added strength. 
This allows for a minimal base 
without sacrificing strength.

The teacher’s monitor is hung 
from the central post on an 
articulating arm making it easy 
to reposition or move out of 
the way entirely when using 
the projector.

The thin surfaces and minimal structure 
significantly decrease the overall visual weight 
and result in an unimposing but instantly 
recognizable form. The unique design will be 
a strong symbol for the department and the 
power of design.

Form



Configurations
Each desk surface can index to eight different positions 
creating 64 combinations, eight of which would be most 
useful to teachers. As an open-ended and publicly accessible 
installation it encourages experimentation which could lead to 
new, useful configurations.

Under Construction

Location



How do you stop an un-throttled engine? The lift flap on this 
remote controlled hovercraft allows the pilot to vary the amount 
of thrust used to lift the craft. This makes it possible to stop the 
hovercraft and achieve greater tops speeds on smooth terrain.

RC Hovercraft

The un-throttled 0.049 cubic 
inch nitro-methane powered 
engine is typically used on small 
control line airplanes.

Made from foam normally used 
as insulation, this hovercraft 
was designed to be simple, 
lightweight and rugged. 

Lift Flap



One guitar, two ways to playDualist



OpportunityInspiration

There are two major schools of technique among guitarists. The 
more technical position used by classical guitarists has been 
adopted by many hard rock and heavy metal guitarists. The 
more casual position typically used with a steel-string acoustic 
guitar is more common among electric guitarists. There are no 
electric guitars that successfully address both playing styles.

A double cutaway style electric 
guitar requires the player to 
raise his left leg awkwardly high 
in the classical position.

Classical

Steel-string

The Gibson Flying V, first 
released in the 1950’s, can be 
held in a modified version of the 
classical position, but not in the 
casual position.

These observations led me to develop a new form based on 
the idea of a “two position” guitar. Studies of forms that break 
from the typical inline neck and body gesture were one of the 
first steps.

Double Cutaway Two Position



The minimal neck to body joint 
allows excellent access to all 
24 frets. 

Prototype

The unusual tuners are sold as substitutes for 
standard tuners. This guitar uses these tuners 
in a new way that takes advantage of their 
unique abilities. 

The position markers are visible from the front 
and side of the neck using one inlay. Most 
guitars use separate markers for the front and 
side markers.

It is harder to use the tuners 
since they are tuned from the 
back of the guitar.

As a headless guitar, this design would be difficult to market to 
mainstream guitarist due to the surprisingly conservative nature 
of these musicians. Some of the more radical features explored 
in this prototype were later modified to improve playability and 
appeal to a larger audience.

The headless design was 
implemented to improve 
balance by shifting the center of 
gravity towards the tail end.



Ideation
Early revisions retained the headless design while reversing the 
orientation of the tuners. This allowed the guitar to be tuned 
from the front making it faster and easier to tune.

Quarter scale prototypes 
were used as quick formal 
sketches and to study new 
construction methods.

This full scale foam model was one of a 
series made to test the ergonomics of the 
two playing positions.
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Final Design

The headstock is conspicuously adorned with the guitars serial 
number. This challenges the increasingly common view of 
musical instruments as commodities by highlighting the emblem 
of mass production in a hand built instrument. Numbers would 
be hand picked for aesthetic or personal reasons.

Four plus two headstocks are 
not very common, but this 
design allows for a short and 
lightweight headstock and 
perfectly straight string pulls 
over the nut.

The minimal neck to body joint 
was a major success developed 
on the prototype.

The truss rod can be adjusted with a 
spoke nut at the heel end of the neck. This 
preserves the strength of the critical neck to 
headstock transition where traditional guitars 
commonly break.

The dramatic arm rest is both 
comfortable and visually 
dynamic creating contrast 
between the spalted maple top 
and mahogany body.



Wine HolderHabeo
Designed for Home & Planet, an independent retailer that 
specializes in socially and environmentally responsible 
products, this project focused on sustainability. After multiple 
rounds of material tests and prototypes, the final product was 
manufactured and sold in their Bethlehem, Pennsylvania store. The bamboo used for this project takes seven short years to 

harvest, releases more oxygen than an equivalent stand of trees 
and sequesters a significant amount of carbon dioxide. Together 
this means bamboo is not just visually stunning, but also 
significantly more sustainable than hardwood.



Process
As each item was manufactured using small scale versions 
of bent plywood techniques used in industry, understanding 
the processes used to create bent plywood was critical to 
manufacturing a high quality end-product. 

Early attempts used a strap 
clamp and interior mold to 
apply even pressure over the 
entire surface of the bracelet. 
This method was inconsistent 
and frustrating.

A series of simple bracelets 
were created as a material and 
process test.

The entire mold was bolted to a rigid piece 
of medium density fiberboard so the veneers 
could be manipulated more easily while under 
tension. Adequate, even clamping pressure 
was applied to the outer mold by tightening its 
respective bolts. 

Final Mold



The elegant, curved form of the wine holder allows it to playfully 
rock back and forth. It is made of seven alternating layers of 
veneer resulting in a thin yet surprisingly strong product. Once 
cut and sanded, it was finished with a natural tung oil finish. 

Finished Product
The larger size of the wine holder made it impractical to use 
the same mold design as the bracelet, but many of the lessons 
learned still applied: An accurate mold and plenty of clamping 
pressure resulted in consistently bonded layers.



Office Tree



Learning Tree

The desk requires that students think about 
the way they use their space. This is a great 
exercise in spatial intelligence, meta-cognition 
and problem solving.

Flexibility suits the innovative teaching methods of the small 
private school where each activity rarely lasts longer than 30 
minutes and every lesson uses a different teaching method.

The desk can be set to 33 
different heights and three angles 
on both sides of the trunk.

Each of the classroom’s existing 
desks had a white board 
used during many classroom 
activities. The Learning Tree 
gives students even more 
options for using this feature.

The leaves of the revised 
desk would be made of a light 
weight plastic for safety and 
ease of use.

The revised desk is more 
engaging with playful (and 
safer) rounded corners and 
bright colors. 

The predecessor to the Office Tree, the Learning Tree was 
designed and built for a fourth grade class at the Swain School 
in Allentown, Pennsylvania. The finished prototype was given to 
the school and is still in use.

Flexibility

Prototype Revised Design



Concept Dev.
The Office Tree borrows the basic concepts from the Learning 
Tree and applies them to the workspace of an older user. 

A quarter scale model was 
created to test the proportions 
of the new desk.

This prototype was made for my bedroom/ 
home office to test how I would use the desk 
on a day to day basis. It is typically set up with 
both surfaces at about the same height, one 
used for sketching and writing and the other for 
a laptop.

Trees attach directly to the 
wall eliminating the need for a 
bulky base.

The desk also functions as a nightstand.

The idea to plug accessories directly into the 
trees inspired a major breakthrough in cable 
management. This concept was the primary 
focus for the remainder of the project.

Full Scale Prototype

Modules



Final Concept
Modules are the key to this system working efficiently. Each 
module is self contained and easy to move. This frees up the 
desk surfaces for items related to the current activity. 

Each module has power and USB connections 
that act like a wall plug, using the tree as 
a power strip. This allows computers and 
accessories to connect to each other and a 
power source without the usual tangle of wires 
that develops under and around most desks.

Modular Work

Power + Data

USB Speakers

Lamp

Monitor

Shelf

Leaf

Outlet

Maple

Walnut Black

All desk surfaces will be made of three 
alternating layers of solid quarter-sawn maple 
strips, trees will be veneered with walnut and 
modules will be finished with black lacquer.

Materials

This desk encourages each surface to be 
viewed as a place to engage in a specific 
activity. Due to the relatively small size of 
the surfaces and the ability to move desk 
surfaces, fewer people will cover them with 
unnecessary items.



Configurations
The desk’s efficient use of space and versatility makes it excellent 
for small apartments, dorm rooms and bedrooms. Trees can 
be used alone or in arrays large enough to cover an entire 
wall. Spaced apart every 32 inches on center trees hang from 
concealed metal hardware which bolts directly into the wall studs. 

Setting up for a new task is as simple as putting 
a set of rods into the correct holes and tilting the 
leaf into place. Extra sets of rods make it possible 
to quickly switch between popular positions.

Standing

Painting

Desktop Computer
Drafting

Moving Leaves
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